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ABSTRACT
Deuteron electrodisintegration is described in a relativistic PWIA framework.
The reduction to the factorized PWIA, and the effect thereof on the observ-
ables accessible in parity-violating scattering, is discussed. The extent to which
such relativistic effects may affect the extraction of strangeness nucleon form
factors from measurements of the PV asymmetry, is investigated.
Parity-violating (PV) inclusive scattering of polarized electrons off unpolarized protons
or nuclei provides a tool for extracting the hitherto unknown strangeness nucleon form
factors GsE,M . The SAMPLE experiment at MIT-Bates [1], a Q
2=0.1 (GeV/c)2, back-
ward angles measurement of the p(~e, e′)p asymmetry, is focusing on GsM . However, strong
correlation with the neutral current, axial, isovector form factor, G˜T=1A , whose radiative
corrections have a large theoretical uncertainty in the Standard Model, places constraints
on the effectiveness of the SAMPLE measurement. It has been suggested [2] that a com-
plimentary measurement of the PV asymmetry in quasielastic electron-deuteron scat-
tering, where this correlation is suppressed by a factor of 5, may, in conjunction with
the proton measurement, allow one to determine both GsM and G˜
T=1
A . A second phase
of the SAMPLE experiment, as well as a TJNAF (ex-CEBAF) experiment will perform
such measurements on the deuteron [1]. Hadjimichael et al. [2] have estimated the un-
avoidable theoretical uncertainty that nuclear dynamics introduces in the modeling of
the 2H(~e, e′)np reaction and found that relativistic, rather than rescattering effects, in-
corporated via factorized (F) PWIA, are the main source of model dependence in the PV
asymmetry for quasifree kinematics at q > 0.7 GeV/c, especially at forward angles (6%
effects). In this work we treat the 2H(~e, e′)np reaction in relativistic (R) PWIA, where
not only the single-nucleon tensor (as in FPWIA), but also the d-n-p vertex is treated
relativistically. To the extent that for quasifreee kinematics the two scales governing
the relativistic effects in this reaction, q/m and |~k|/m, decouple (Fig. 1), one expects
that, since |~k| is restricted by the small (≈ 60 MeV/c) deuteron Fermi momentum, at
high q values the FPWIA employed in [2] (although it does not treat relativistic effects
associated with the |~k|/m scale properly) should not differ significantly from the RPWIA.
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Fig. 1. PWIA hadronic tensor.
The purpose of this work is to test this conjecture. The
kinematics (deuteron rest frame) are described in Fig. 1;
qµ = (ω, ~q), dµ = (Md,~0), k
µ = (Ek, ~k), n
µ = (En,−~k),
pµ = qµ+kµ = (Ep, ~p), with d
2 = M2d , p
2 = n2 = m2, k2
< m2 (off-shell struck nucleon). In the (semirelativistic)
FPWIA the hadronic tensor W µνF factorizes as a non-
relativistic (NR) momentum distribution ρ(|~k|) times a
relativistic off-shell single-nucleon tensor WµνF :
W µνF = (2π)
3Md ρ(|~k|)W
µν
F , with W
µν
F = Tr
[
(k¯/+m)Γ¯µ(p/+m)Γν
]
(2m)−2 .
(1)
Here Γµ is the electromagnetic (E/M) or neutral current (NC) nucleon vertex,
Γ¯µ=γ0Γ
†
µγ0, and the de Forest [3] prescription is used – i.e., the (k¯/+m) projector results
from treating the struck nucleon as “would-be-on-shell”, using k¯µ = (E¯k, ~k), where E¯
2
k
= E2n = m
2+~k2. In RPWIA, on the other hand, one uses the covariant d-n-p vertex
X µ = [Aγµ +Bδµ + (m− k/)(Fγµ +Gδµ)], where δ=(n−k)/2, and the vertex functions
A,B, F,G can be written in terms of the 3S1, (u)
3D1, (w),
3P1, (vt),
1P1 (vs) relativistic
deuteron wavefunctions. In this work we use the wavefunctions of Ref. [4], obtained from
the spectator equation with pseudoscalar πNN coupling, which enhances the role of the
P states. The hadronic tensor reads in PWIA
W µνR =
1
3(k2−m2)2
Tr
[
P/+β
2m
(k/+m)Γ¯µ
p/+m
2m
Γν(k/+m)
]
, (2)
where (P/ +β)=(−gρλ+dρdλ/M
2
d )X
λ(n/ −m)X¯ ρ. In order to reduce the above, non-
factorized RPWIA to the FPWIA of Eq. (1), we split the struck nucleon propagator
into + and − energy contributions: k/ +m = f+(k/+ +m) + f−(k/− m)), where (in the
target rest frame) f±=(Ek ± E¯k)/2E¯k, k+ = k¯, k− = n. We then find that a weak,
density-matrix type of factorization still holds (details will appear elsewhere)
W µνR = (2π)
3Md
∑
spins [ρ++W
µν
++ + ρ+−W
µν
+− + ρ−+W
µν
−+ + ρ−−W
µν
−−] , (3)
where, in the shorthand notation χs+ = u(
~k, s) and χs− = v(−
~k, s), the generalized,
relativistic “momentum distributions” and “single-nucleon” tensors are defined as ρs,rab
∼ fafb(k
2−m2)−2 Tr[χsaχ¯
r
b(P/ +β)] and W
µν
ab = Tr[χ
r
bχ¯
s
aΓ¯
µ(p/ +m)Γν ]/2m, respectively.
Evaluating the traces we find that the ++ and −− spectral functions are diagonal in
spin space, ρs,r±± ∼ δs,rf
2
±(k
2−m2)−2[(k± ·P)/m ± β], as well, which then allows one
to identify δr,sW
µν
++ = W
µν
F , [cf. Eq. (1)]. Furthermore, by taking the NR limit of ρ++
(which is oblivious to the “hard” scale q/m), i.e., by ignoring the P states and expanding
in |~k|/m, we find ρ++ → [u
2(|~k|) + w2(|~k|)]/4π = ρ(|~k|), the nonrelativistic momentum
distribution in Eq. (1). Thus, the widely used de Forest FPWIA may be obtained from
RPWIA in a two-step reduction: (a) truncation to the ++ components of the struck
nucleon, (b) additionally, taking the nonrelativistic limit of the ρ++ spectral function.
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Fig. 2. E/M responses at q = 1 GeV/c.
The effects of these steps are examined
in Fig. 2 for the longitudinal and trans-
verse E/M responses at a fairly large
value of momentum transfer, with en-
forced current conservation (“cc”) and
using the Dirac/Pauli (“2”) form of the
Γµ vertex. For a wide range of en-
ergy momentum values ω, step (b) in-
duces a ≤ 2% effect, as seen from
the Rcc2L,T/R
++
L,T ratio. Step (a), how-
ever, can be more severe, though not
for quasifree kinematics: inside the
quasielastic ridge (marked by the solid
triangles) the ratio R++L,T/RL,T is within
1-2%. The results show that rela-
tivistic effects in inclusive, quasielastic scattering are incorporated in the FPWIA,
which should indeed be used at large q values, where a comparison with NR treat-
ments shows sizable effects, as mentioned above. Relativistic effects associated
with negative energy components of the off-shell struck nucleon and with the tar-
get wavefunction are (in the target rest frame!) negligible for such kinematics.
Fig. 3. Asymmetry at q = 300 MeV/c. Lower
curves: RPWIA. Upper curves: FPWIA.
Since we are primarily interested in the
interplay between the relativistic effects
not incorporated in the FPWIA and the
extraction of strangeness, we show in
Fig. 3 the PV asymmetry for a SAMPLE-
type experiment, with three values of
strangeness magnetic moment µs [1]. In-
terestingly enough, it turns out that rel-
ativistic effects beyond FPWIA in the
quasielastic asymmetry are maximal for
200 < q < 300 MeV/c and backward
angles, e.g, at the SAMPLE kinematics,
where they induce a 0.45% effect, while
A = A0(1 − 0.055µs). The extraction
of strangeness on the quasielastic peak is
nevertheless not obscured by such residual
effects unless µs is quite small (|µs| < 0.1).
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